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7) Where do you get models for your works?
 I alter some and make the rest, usually a bog standard head swap on a body that 
suits. Do all the rigging too! try to be self-sufficient as possible and work to my strengths.

8) How long does it you take to create one work?
 The image about a few hours depending on complexity and problems, anima-
tions....... too long :S

9) Any plans for the future related to your works?
 No immediate plans more creating backup plans if Patreon decides to nuke all the 
porn creators and sweep them out the door. Trying to adjust work habits to help me rather 
than work against me, the squishy bit behind the computer is usually the biggest issue.





10) Who or what inspired you to create your works?
 Well most of them are paid for commissions so will have a brief to follow, I get chance 
once a month to do my own thing and will do something that grabs my attention through 
the month or if there is a new character more of an opportunity to showcase it.

11) Any advice for others who would like to create 
similar content for yours?
 If you go down this path you will need the support from your friends so don’t be afraid 
to talk to them. also... DON’T FUCK UP YOUR TAX!!!! Seriously just because you make porn 
doesn’t mean your exempt xD. Try and do as much as you can in the house and not rely on 
an outside party. pay for tutorials and software as they are an investment but save where 
you can.

12) Traditional question... 
do you like CREAMPIE ;D?
 Who doesn’t like a good shot in the 
meaty oven, especially if you’re doing it?

13) Do you have someone you would like to 
greet or thank for help?
 Everyone who faps to my work and especially my supporters as they keep me filled 
with cake & beer to keep me going :D.





Thank’s to FIREBOX STUDIO for this interview. 
Support him on:

WEBSITE
PATREON
TWITTER

NEWGROUNDS
PORNHUB

I invite you to look at my:

TUMBLR: https://x-bash.tumblr.com

NEWGROUNDS: https://xbash.newgrounds.com

TWITTER: https://twitter.com/MrXBash

Soon a new interview will appear. 
Also, watch my Content and …

SEE YA
Mr. X-BASH

http://fireboxstudio.com/
https://www.patreon.com/fireboxstudio
https://twitter.com/fireboxstudio
https://fireboxstudio.newgrounds.com/
https://pl.pornhub.com/users/fireboxstudio/videos
https://x-bash.tumblr.com/
https://xbash.newgrounds.com/
https://twitter.com/MrXBash


IF YOU WANT TO SUPPORT MY INTERVIEWS:

FOR ONLY

YOU CAN GET INCLUDED 

IN THE CREDITS
AND GET EARLY ACCESS TO

MY INTERVIEWS
AND ACCESS TO THE ENTIRE ARCHIVE

CLICK HERE

- Alexander Papadatos - Aphrodisia - Big Fish -

- Billybob Jenkins - Chat Bleu - Droid Productions -

- DynamiteJoe - Eric Small -

- FoohonPie - Ichor Mongrel -

- IckyStickProduction - Jacky -

- Jester - KamadevaSFM -

- KittenVox - Kwan Unade - Lety Does Stuff -

- Lieutenant Flapjack - Messina - Mr Zed -

- Mr. Fahrenheit - Nixxinyu - Sean Skull -

- The Future Fragments Team - Thordayo -

- Tobias Reaper - Vile - Zack Williams - 

- ZnelArts Game Dev -

https://www.patreon.com/bePatron?u=4469712


ABOUT

We are proprietors and appreciators of 3D generated content! 

Our goal is to be a cornerstone in the 3D community, offering 

support to artists and consumers alike. Besides featuring some 

of the best creators in the biz, we want to be your go to site 

for cutting edge, next generation adult content. 

From futa to lesbian, straight to gay, even fantasies likes orcs 

and anthro, we’re certain that we have something to offer 

everyone! 

Check out our shop, today! 

ClickHere

https://www.nextgenporn.net/

